Flashover Characteristics of Silicone Rubber Sheets under Various Environmental Conditions
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Abstract: Silicone rubber insulators are replacing the conventional ceramic and porcelain insulators rapidly in power transmission and distribution industry. Very limited field knowledge is available about the performance of silicone rubber insulators in polluted and contaminated environments and therefore need further investigation. A comprehensive analysis of silicone rubber sheets (intended for coating outdoor insulators) was carried out in this paper based on experimental results. The main performance parameters analyzed were arc inception voltage and flashover voltage. Dependence of these parameters on equivalent salt deposit density (ESDD), non-soluble salt deposit density (NSDD), relative humidity, ambient temperature, fog rate, dry band formation, dry band location and number of dry bands were investigated extensively. Insulator orientation and its effect on performance were also studied. The authors believe that this paper will provide a comprehensive knowledge about the flashover characteristics of silicone rubber insulators under humid, contaminated and dry band conditions. These results could be used in the selection and design of silicone rubber insulators for polluted environments.
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1. Introduction

Outdoor insulators play a vital role in the reliability of power transmission and distribution. Performance of outdoor insulators is influenced by many factors: environmental, electrical and mechanical. One of the most important factors influencing the performance of outdoor insulators is air pollution. It is revealed in literature that in the United State insulators that performed well at 60 kV in clean air, failed at 11 kV near the coastline [1]. The stable and reliable operation of power system is dependent on the pollution flashover performance of outdoor insulators. With the advancement of manufacturing techniques, new materials have been developed to improve the pollution performance of outdoor insulators. The introduction of polymeric materials initially as outdoor insulators were not because of the poor performance of ceramic insulators but due to the other benefits polymeric insulators offer, e.g., lower cost, low weight, improved pollution performance, etc. [2,3]. Although polymeric insulators offer various advantages as compared to porcelain and glass insulators, their organic nature make them vulnerable to ageing and degradation.

The many advantages of polymeric materials over porcelain and glass insulators are due to their unique property of hydrophobicity. The hydrophobic behavior of polymeric materials resists the formation of a uniform pollution layer along the surface leading to water droplets [4]. Numerical simulation of electric field distribution around the water droplets on the insulator surface revealed
that electric field intensifies at the junction of water droplet, air and insulating surface [5–7]. Due to the high electric field stress at the edges of water droplets, deformation of water droplets occurs along the direction of applied electric field [8,9]. The elongation of water droplets in the direction of electric field initiates local arcs and partial discharges. Although partial arcs are usually of low energy, they can damage silicone rubber surfaces if they last for longer duration. These partial arcs and discharges lead to the loss of surface hydrophobicity [10–12]. Loss of hydrophobicity results in uniform water layer along the insulator surface and facilitates the flow of leakage current. The flow of leakage current along the insulator surface leads to Joule heating, dry band formation, local arcs and under certain conditions may lead to flashover.

Pollution performance of outdoor insulators is dependent on various parameters including but not limited to the geographical location where insulators are installed [13–17]. Artificial pollution used in laboratories is either sodium chloride (NaCl) or calcium sulfate (CaSO₄) in combination with a non-soluble material. The results presented in [13] show that the flashover voltage is dependent on the type of soluble constituents in the pollution layer. It further revealed that according to kinetic theory, heavier ions e.g., Ca²⁺ will result in high flashover voltage. A similar result was reported in [14] that flashover voltage of outdoor insulators is a function of the chemical composition of pollution material. Researchers in [18,19] derived arc constants A and n for critical flashover voltage and current based on different soluble contaminants.

Effect of non-soluble salt deposit density (NSDD) on flashover characteristics of outdoor insulators have been investigated in [20] and concluded that the particle size of non-soluble material in slurry is the main factor influencing flashover. Based on these results, it was reported in [21] that the flashover voltage of artificially polluted insulator is higher with Tonoko as non-soluble material as compared to Kaolin and Kieselguhr. Recovery of hydrophobicity is also found to be dependent on the type of non-soluble material.

Another important parameter influencing the flashover behavior of outdoor insulators is relative humidity. It was reported in [22,23] that breakdown strength of air gaps increases with increase in relative humidity. In the case of ice-covered insulators, an increase of 3% was reported in arc inception voltage when the humidity level was changed from low to normal [24]. In the case of polluted polymeric insulators, the results were found to be opposite to that of ice-covered insulators and air gaps. Experimental results of [25,26] show that flashover voltage decreases with increase in relative humidity. Due to the absorption of water molecule on the insulator surface, surface conductivity increases with increase in relative humidity and that can be attributed to decrease in flashover voltage.

Ambient temperature also affects the flashover performance of outdoor insulators. It was reported in [27] that the speed of hydrophobicity recovery is influenced by ambient temperature. An increase in hydrophobicity transfer speed and contact angle was reported with ambient temperature. These results show that an increase in ambient temperature increases the hydrophobicity recovery leading to increase in flashover voltage. Increase in ambient temperature also leads to ageing and degradation of polymeric insulators [28,29] but that was not considered in [27]. It is believed that further investigation into the effect of ambient temperature on pollution flashover of polymeric insulators is necessary considering loss and recovery of hydrophobicity with ambient temperature.

Artificial pollution test on outdoor insulators mostly consider uniform pollution layer on the insulator surface [30–33]. Pollution deposition on insulator surface in field condition is non-uniform and dependent on various parameters, e.g., wind speed and direction, geographical location, insulator geometry and orientation, etc. The non-uniform pollution distribution along the insulator surface leads to non-uniform current density and electric field distribution. This non-uniformity of current density leads to dry regions on the insulator surface called “dry bands”. The non-uniformity of pollution distribution and dry band formation has been investigated in the literature [34–37]. In [34], it was reported that dry band formation is a function of power dissipated along the insulator surface. Mathematical models have been developed by various researchers to study the effect of non-uniform pollution on critical flashover voltage [38–40]. Numerical results of electric field distribution showed
that dry band along the insulator surface acts as an open circuit and all voltage drops occurs along the dry band leading to high electric field intensity at the edges of dry bands [41–43]. Although dry bands formation and their effects on flashover strength of outdoor insulators have been investigated previously in the literature, no experimental results exists on the effect of dry band location, width and number of dry bands on flashover voltage and surface resistance.

2. Sample Preparation

Due to the hydrophobic nature of silicone rubber insulators, uniform pollution cannot be applied directly using IEC 60507 [44]. In this study, a modified solid layer method based on IEC 60507 proposed in [45] was used for polluting silicone rubber samples. This method involves pre-conditioning of the insulator surface with dry kaolin to make it hydrophilic. After preconditioning, samples are checked by wettability class to see if the surface is hydrophilic. A wetting agent (Triton X-100) is also used in combination with water, NaCl and kaolin. All tests were performed on rectangular silicone rubber sheets having dimension of 10 cm × 4 cm × 0.6 cm. Various samples were prepared with different level of equivalent salt deposit density (ESDD), NSDD and dry band configurations. Figure 1 shows the flowchart of pollution application. Sample configuration and dimensions are shown in Figure 2. Figure 3 shows the complete set of samples used for tests. The sample shown in Figure 3a was polluted uniformly and used as a reference point. Values of ESDD were changed according to Table 1 to model different pollution severity levels. Similar to constant value of ESDD, NSDD was changed to study the effect of inert materials on flashover characteristics. Clean bands were created artificially at the ground end, middle part and high voltage end to study the effect of clean and dry bands. This clean strip along the insulator surface is referred as “dry band” hereafter in this paper. The width of dry band was varied from 0.5 cm to 2.0 cm. Samples having multiple dry bands were also investigated.

![Figure 1. Flowchart of pollution application.](image-url)
Figure 2. Test sample showing electrode setup and sample dimensions.

Figure 3. Test samples: (a) uniform pollution; (b) dry band at HV end; (c) dry band at middle part; (d) dry band at ground end; (e) two dry bands; and (f) three dry bands.
Table 1. Equivalent salt deposit density (ESDD) and volume conductivity at different pollution severity levels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pollution Severity</th>
<th>ESDD (mg/cm²)</th>
<th>Volume Conductivity (S/m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Light</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very heavy</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Experimental Setup

A simplified test setup shown in Figure 4 was chosen for experiments. Silicone rubber samples were placed horizontally on an insulated stand made of acrylic glass. The high voltage system used for test consists of a 0–100 kV, 100 kVA, and 50 Hz transformer. Samples were placed in a climate chamber where ambient temperature, humidity and fog rate can be controlled. The maximum test current and over voltage was configured at 1 A and 50 kV. To minimize any unwanted corona, a copper hemisphere electrode of 1.2 cm diameter was used as a high voltage terminal while copper plate was used as ground terminal. Both electrodes were attached firmly to the insulator surface using copper screws. A capacitive divider was used for measuring voltage while leakage current was measured using current transformer. A LabVIEW based data acquisition system was developed to record the current and voltage waveforms for further processing.

![Test setup](image)

Figure 4. Test setup.

4. Test Method

All tests were carried out in a state-of-the-art climate chamber where fog rate, humidity and temperature can be controlled. In most cases, humidity and temperature were set at 80% and 10 °C, respectively. Samples were placed in the climate chamber and up to 20 min were allowed for uniform wetting before energizing. Initial tests were carried out on a uniformly polluted sample and flashover voltage was calculated. Once the predicted flashover voltage was determined, other tests were carried out by applying voltage in steps of 5% of the predicted flashover voltage. Each step was maintained for about 2 min. Partial arcs were observed visually and if no partial arcs appear, voltage was increased to the next step. The voltage at which first partial arc appears was noted down as arc inception voltage. In the case of partial arcs, the voltage was maintained until the arcs disappears or lead to flashover. This procedure was repeated for each sample configuration. Every test was repeated at least 10 times for improved accuracy. After every two tests, sample was removed and pollution was
equations (1)–(3) were used to obtain minimum flashover voltage and corresponding standard deviation.

\[ V_{\text{min}} = \text{Min}(V_1, V_2, \ldots, V_{10}) \]  

\[ V_{av} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{10} V_{\text{min}}}{N} \]  

\[ \sigma(\%) = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{10} (V_{\text{min}}(i) - V_{av})^2}{10} \times \frac{100}{V_{av}}} \]  

Figure 5 shows the flowchart of high voltage test and measurements of arc inception and flashover voltage.
5. Experimental Results

5.1. Arc Inception Voltage

Arc inception voltage plays a very important role in predicting the flashover strength of outdoor insulators. Furthermore, ageing and degradation of polymeric insulators can also be determined using arc inception voltage. Partial discharge inception voltage of water droplets on a polymeric insulating surface has been investigated in literature [7,46]. Experimental results of arc inception voltage for ice-covered insulators are presented in [47] and the dependence of inception voltage on humidity is investigated. Knowledge of arc inception voltage is necessary for understanding arc propagation along the surface of a polluted insulator. In this section, experimental results of arc inception voltage and its dependence on various parameters are presented.

5.1.1. Influence of Non-Soluble Salt Deposit Density (NSDD)

The pollution deposited on real insulators surface contains soluble and non-soluble contaminants. The presence of soluble contaminants facilitate the flow of leakage current when dissolve in water. The presence of only non-soluble contaminants may not have influence on leakage current and arc inception voltage but in real conditions some sort of soluble contaminants are always present in pollution layer. In this section, tests were carried out to study the effect of non-soluble and soluble contaminants on the arc inception voltage. Figure 6 shows the relation between arc inception voltage and NSDD for different values of ESDD. Tests were carried out at low humidity level and ambient temperature of 10 °C. Figure 6 shows a decrease in inception voltage with increase in NSDD level.

![Figure 6. Arc inception voltage at different non-soluble salt deposit density levels, where pollution distribution = uniform, humidity level = low, temperature = 10 °C, and standard deviation = 3.2%–5.8%.](image)

5.1.2. Influence of Relative Humidity

Outdoor insulators are exposed to various environmental conditions. Relative humidity is dependent on the geographical location, season and climate conditions. For reliable operation of power transmission system, outdoor insulators should have the capability to withstand these changes in climate conditions. Influence of relative humidity on arc inception voltage was studied by varying the humidity in the climate chamber. Tests were carried out at three different humidity levels: low humidity (40%–60%), moderate humidity (60%–80%) and high humidity (80%–100%). Figure 7 shows the arc inception voltage at different humidity and pollution severity levels. The arc inception voltage decreased between 3% and 5% as humidity level was changed from low to moderate and moderate to high.
5.1.3. Influence of Temperature

Ambient temperature affects the hydrophobicity recovery property of polymeric insulators. Furthermore, the conductivity of pollution layer is also a function of temperature. To investigate the effect of ambient temperature on arc inception voltage tests were conducted at four different temperature levels while relative humidity was kept constant. To obtain a steady value of surface hydrophobicity, each sample was placed in climate chamber for 100 h at the specified temperature before performing the high voltage tests. Figure 8 shows the relation between arc inception voltage and ambient temperature. The arc inception voltage changes from 8%–12% as the temperature was varied from 5 °C to 20 °C.

5.1.4. Influence of Dry Band Location

The formation of dry bands along insulator surface cannot be eliminated completely. In real outdoor insulators, prediction of the exact location of dry band formation is very complex task and
requires sophisticated software and hardware. Based on the high electric field intensity near the metal electrodes, it is assumed that dry band will form at the electrode ends. Although this assumption may be true, the formation of dry bands is dependent on other parameters as well as the electric field intensity. To investigate this phenomenon, dry bands of 1 cm width were inserted at high voltage end, middle part and ground end of the silicone rubber surface. The results obtained show that inception voltage increases with the formation of dry bands. The highest inception voltage was recorded in the case of middle dry band. Relative humidity and ambient temperature were kept constant during the tests. Figure 9 shows the effect of dry band location on arc inception voltage of silicone rubber surfaces.

![Figure 9](image)

**Figure 9.** Arc inception voltage at different dry band locations, where NSDD = 0.75 mg/cm², humidity level = low, temperature = 10 °C, and standard deviation = 3.0%–5.15%.

5.1.5. Influence of Dry Band Width

The width of dry band along the insulator is a function of current density and corresponding heat generation. In real insulators, width of dry band varies based on leakage current density and pollution pattern. To study the effect of dry band width on arc inception voltage a dry band was inserted at the high voltage end and width was varied from 0.5 to 2.0 cm in steps of 0.5 cm. Figure 10 shows a relation between dry band width and arc inception voltage. An increase in arc inception voltage was observed as the dry band’s width increased.

![Figure 10](image)

**Figure 10.** Arc inception voltage at different dry band widths, where NSDD = 0.75 mg/cm², humidity level = low, temperature = 10 °C, and standard deviation = 3.3%–4.6%.
5.1.6. Influence of Multiple Dry Bands

Due to the non-uniform pollution distribution on outdoor insulators, multiple dry bands may form along the insulator surface. The sample configuration in Figure 3b, e, f were used to study the effect of multiple dry bands on arc inception voltage. The dry band’s width was kept constant at 1 cm during the tests. It was noted that, with multiple dry bands, the arc inception voltage increases. Furthermore, it was also observed that the first arc usually appeared at the dry band near the high voltage end and ground end. From visual observation, no arc was observed for dry band at the middle region for the inception voltages reported here. Relation between number of dry bands and corresponding inception voltage is illustrated in Figure 11.

![Figure 11](image_url)

**Figure 11.** Arc inception voltage at different number of dry bands, where NSDD = 0.75 mg/cm², humidity level = low, temperature = 10 °C, and standard deviation = 2.1%–4.7%.

5.1.7. Influence of Insulator Orientation

Insulator orientation also plays important role in the discharge initiation along insulator surface. Generally, insulators are used in either horizontal or vertical position. In this paper, tests were carried out at four different orientations and arc initiation was observed. Figure 12 shows the arc inception voltage at four different orientation angles of a silicone rubber sample. An improvement in arc inception voltage was noted in the case of inclined samples as compared to vertical and horizontal configurations. In the two inclined configurations, the inception voltage was found to be higher for 60° as compared to 30°.

![Figure 12](image_url)

**Figure 12.** Arc inception voltage at different inclination angles, where pollution distribution = uniform, NSDD = 0.75 mg/cm², humidity level = low, temperature = 10 °C, and standard deviation = 2.3%–5.1%.
5.2. Flashover Voltage

Pollution flashover is considered one of the most important factors in the design and selection of outdoor insulators. Pollution deposition on outdoor insulators cannot be eliminated completely. Various techniques and models have been developed by many researchers for predicting the flashover voltage of outdoor insulators. Pollution flashover of polymeric insulators is completely different than porcelain and glass insulators [48,49]. In this section, a detailed experimental study was carried out to investigate the effect of various environmental conditions on pollution flashover of silicone rubber surfaces.

5.2.1. Influence of NSDD

Pollution deposited on the surface of an insulator is classified into two types: active pollution, which contains minerals, salt fog, metallic particles, etc., and inert pollution, which contains sand, dust and cement particles. In this section, experiments were carried out on uniformly polluted silicone rubber samples to study the flashover behavior under different ESDD and NSDD levels. For every value of ESDD, NSDD was changed from 0.1 to 0.75 mg/cm\(^2\). Figure 13 shows the experimental results of flashover voltage at different combination of ESDD and NSDD. A decrease in flashover voltage with ESDD was observed which was reported in our previous investigation [30]. A similar behavior was observed between NSDD and flashover voltage.

![Figure 13. Flashover voltage at different NSDD levels, where pollution distribution = uniform, humidity level = low, temperature = 10 °C, and standard deviation = 2.3%–7.2%.

5.2.2. Influence of Relative Humidity

As shown in Figure 7, the arc inception voltage decreases with increase in relative humidity. A similar behavior was observed for flashover voltage. This might be due to the decrease in arc propagation velocity at high humidity. For ESDD values of 0.035 and 0.1 mg/cm\(^2\), the increase in flashover voltage was found to be linear with arc inception voltage. When the pollution layer conductivity increases (ESDD = 0.4 mg/cm\(^2\)), a sudden decrease in flashover voltage was recorded. It was observed that in the case of heavy pollution, the partial arc lead to sudden flashover in most cases, while, for light pollution, arc mostly disappears after inception. Figure 14 shows the relation between flashover voltage and relative humidity.
5.2.3. Influence of Temperature

The effect of ambient temperature on flashover characteristics has been investigated in the literature, especially in desert conditions. There are two contradicting statements about the effect of temperature on silicone rubber insulator flashover characteristics. Experimental results reported in [47] concluded that flashover decrease with increase in temperature, which is attributed to the increase in pollution conductivity with temperature. On the other hand, increase in temperature is attributed to an increase in hydrophobicity recovery for silicone rubber insulators in [50,51], which should lead to higher flashover voltages. To investigate this phenomenon, experiments were carried out at four different temperature values and the results obtained are in agreement with [48]. The conclusion drawn in [50,51] may be true if the samples are exposed to higher temperature for longer duration of time. Figure 15 shows the flashover voltage obtained at different combination of temperature and ESDD.

5.2.4. Influence of Dry Band Location

Generally, dry bands are considered to be at either the high voltage end or ground end due to the high electric field intensity at electrode ends. Although this might be true, dry band formation is...
not only a function of electric field intensity but also pollution density and wetting pattern. In this section, three different configurations were tested having dry bands at high voltage end, ground end and middle part. The results in Figure 16 show that flashover voltage is highest in the case of middle dry band and lowest for dry band at high voltage end. Overall, the flashover voltage increases with the formation of dry bands.

5.2.5. Influence of Dry Band Width

The dry band’s width along the insulator is dependent on various factors including but not limited to the flow of leakage current and electric field distribution. In the case of ice-covered insulators, it was reported in [52] that air gap width is between 6% and 8% of leakage distance. This phenomenon cannot be applied directly to polluted insulators due to different flashover process in polluted and ice-covered insulators. In this section experiments were carried out at four different dry band widths and flashover voltage was recorded. The results presented in Figure 17 shows that flashover voltage increases with increase in dry band width.

![Figure 16. Flashover voltage at different dry band locations, where NSDD = 0.75 mg/cm², humidity level = low, temperature = 10 °C, and standard deviation = 2.6%–6.3%.

![Figure 17. Flashover voltage at different dry band widths, where NSDD = 0.75 mg/cm², humidity level = low, temperature = 10 °C, and standard deviation = 2.6%–5.1%.]
5.2.6. Influence of Multiple Dry Bands

In real insulators, multiple dry bands can occur, leading to multiple partial arcs. This phenomenon was investigated using samples configuration in Figure 3b,e,f. During inception voltage tests, it was observed that multiple arcs appeared on insulator surface mostly at the high voltage and ground end dry bands. An increase in flashover voltage with multiple dry bands was observed and shown in Figure 18.

![Figure 18](image)

*Figure 18.* Flashover voltage at different number of dry bands, where NSDD = 0.75 mg/cm², humidity level = low, temperature = 10 °C, and standard deviation = 2.1%–6.8%.

5.2.7. Influence of Insulator Orientation

The results of arc inception voltage show that insulator orientation significantly influences the inception voltage. Generally, outdoor insulators are installed either horizontally or vertically depending on the voltage level and insulator type. Flashover voltage of a uniformly polluted silicone rubber sample was investigated by changing the insulator orientation. Tests were carried out at four different angles and results are presented in Figure 19. It was noted that flashover voltage is high in the case of inclined samples as compared to horizontal and vertical configurations.

![Figure 19](image)

*Figure 19.* Flashover voltage at different inclination angles, where pollution distribution = uniform, NSDD = 0.75 mg/cm², humidity level = low, temperature = 10 °C, and standard deviation = 2.1%–6.8%.
6. Discussion

Flashover process of polluted polymeric insulators is affected by many parameters. The most obvious one is the conductivity of the pollution layer. Increase in pollution layer conductivity results in lower inception and flashover voltage as well as surface resistance. Arc inception and flashover voltages decreased by 50% and 52%, respectively, as the value of ESDD was changed from 0.035 to 0.4 mg/cm$^2$ (Figures 6 and 13). The process of arc inception leading to flashover was also affected by ESDD. With increase in ESDD, the time to flashover from the initial arc inception decrease. The inert material present in the pollution suspension also influences the flashover process. As the value of NSDD was changed from 0.1 to 0.75 mg/cm$^2$, arc inception and flashover voltage decreased by around 20% for lower values of ESDD (0.035 and 0.1). For higher values of ESDD, the effect of NSDD was found to be more severe and the flashover voltage decreased by 38%–45% (Figures 6 and 13). This might be due to the thicker pollution layer on the insulator surface resulting in more uniform leakage current and decrease in surface resistance. Moreover, as the value of NSDD increases, the pollution layer become more uniform leading to uninterrupted flow of leakage current which result in low flashover voltages. Relative humidity also affects the flashover process of outdoor insulators. For uniform pollution layer, a decrease of 3%–5% in arc inception and flashover voltage was observed when humidity level was changed from low to moderate and moderate to high (Figures 7 and 14). This may be due to the increase in attachment and decrease in photoionization coefficient due to the presence of water. The absorption of water molecule by the dielectric surface with increase in humidity results in uniform water layer and low inception voltages.

Arc inception and flashover voltage change with change in ambient temperature (Figures 8 and 15). It has been reported in literature that conductivity of the pollution layer is a function of temperature [44,47]. An increase in ambient temperature leads to increase in surface conductivity, leakage current and decrease in flashover. This behavior may be different at higher temperatures considering the effect of temperature on loss and recovery of hydrophobicity. Higher temperature may affect the flashover process in different way as reported in [50,51] but due to the limitation of climate chamber temperature could not be increased more than 25 °C.

Dry bands along the insulator surface were found to have great influence on flashover characteristics. As compared to uniform pollution layer, the arc inception and flashover voltage increased by 8% and 10%, respectively (Figures 9 and 16). This could be due to the high resistance of dry band as compared to pollution layer resistance. Dry band along uniformly polluted insulator surface acts like an open circuit and all voltage drops occurs along the dry bands leading to high electric field at the dry band edges and higher flashover voltages. For middle dry band, the arc appears at the dry band and propagates in both directions leading to flashover. The propagation of partial arc in both direction leads to higher flashover voltage for middle dry band as compared to ground end and high voltage end dry bands.

The increase in the dry band’s width from 0.5 cm to 2.0 cm resulted in an increase of 8.5% and 11.5% in arc inception and flashover voltage respectively (Figures 10 and 17). The increase in voltage drop along the dry band with increase in the dry band’s width leads to higher inception and flashover voltages. Multiple dry bands also result in higher flashover and inception voltages as compared to single dry band. The presence of multiple dry bands on the insulator surface leads to multiple partial arcs and higher surface resistance. It was observed during the tests that most of the partial arcs appear at the ground end and high voltage end dry bands because of the high electric field intensity at these locations as compared to middle dry band. The insulator orientation also effects arc inception and flashover voltage. The inclined insulator configurations resulted in 15%–20% higher inception and flashover voltages as compared to horizontal and vertical configurations. The standard deviation was found to be between 2.1% and 8.1% in all tests. This variation in standard deviation may be due to the manual application of pollution layer, change in humidity and ambient temperature and wetting rate.
7. Conclusions

Performance of silicone rubber coating materials was evaluated under different environmental and polluted conditions. The two most important evaluation parameters were considered for investigation: arc inception voltage and flashover voltage. The following points were concluded.

1. Inception voltage and flashover voltage decreases with increase in ESDD and NSDD.
2. Increase in humidity and temperature leads to decrease in inception voltage and flashover voltage.
3. Dry bands along the insulator surface leads to increase in arc inception voltage and flashover voltage.
4. The width and number of dry bands along the insulator surface also changes the inception and flashover voltage.
5. Flashover voltage and arc inception voltage were high in the case of middle dry band as compared to high voltage and ground end dry bands.
6. Dry band configuration influences the flashover characteristics.
7. Insulator orientation plays important role in the flashover behavior under polluted conditions.

The experimental results revealed that all environmental conditions have significant influence on insulator performance but the most influencing factors were found to be ESDD and NSDD as compared to humidity, temperature, and insulator orientation. The dry band experiments lead to the conclusion that the formation of dry bands along the insulator surface increases the flashover strength of outdoor insulators. Although this is regarded as a positive improvement, during the experiments, visual observation revealed concentrated discharges along the dry bands, which may damage the insulator surface. In future, we intend to investigate the surface modification of silicone rubber insulators due to the presence of dry bands.
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